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We are working toward more regular publication of our newsletter and, as covid restrictions ease, we have some
announcements! We’d love to have volunteers to help provide content - workshop write-ups, interesting news, whatever
would be of interest!
We have been approved to house an exhibit of our work April through June, 2023, at the Point Loma Public Library! We are
finalizing the details, but we plan on an in-person opening reception early in April. And since a good percentage of our
members are not local, we’ll also have an associated on-line exhibit and we’ll see about filming the physical exhibit.
Please consider creating new work for this exhibit or submitting some of your work from the last year. Even if you have
never exhibited before, it’s a wonderful opportunity. It can be a finished project, a class assignment or a workshop piece.
We would like to show a range of skill levels and experience of all our members.
At San Diego Fellow Calligraphers (previous guild serving San Diego) 2017 Library Exhibit, we featured 41 items created by
members. There were paintings, handmade books, cards, sketches and lots of calligraphy. Here are some photos from our
opening reception.
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Our San Diego Chapter Romans Study Group
By Eu Geen Ooi
In June 2021, the San Diego Society for Calligraphy announced their intention to launch Study Groups. Member-led,
these sessions are meant to allow everyone to learn from each other and motivate each other to study, practice and
create works after workshops have ended. Participants are free to come and go and there is no expectation that everyone makes it to every session. The Romans Study Group, led by Kristi Darwick, is the first of the Study Groups to be
launched. The inaugural session was held on 3 September 2021, and the aim is to hold the sessions monthly, although
we may take a break in July, August and December. Since then, the group has reviewed skeleton Romans, pressure-andrelease Roman Capitals, fun Roman Capital variations, spacing techniques, broad edge Roman Capitals and letters
inspired by Imre Reiner and Adolf Bernd. More importantly, it is a great way for members from all over the world to
meet up, study together and inspire each other. Here are some pictures of member’s work from some of the Study
Group sessions.

Caroline Arakaki - Roman Structure, Session 1

Nina Tran - Skeleton Romans, Session 3

Eu Geen Ooi - Imre Reiner Letters, Session 7

Kristi Darwick - Skeleton Romans, Session 2

Guin Lee - Roman Exercises, Session 4

Shirley Wong - Roman Exercises, Session 4

Dawn Ponist - Birch Trees, Session 4

Susan Mentis - The Heart, Press and Release Capitals,
Session 4

Chapter News
Membership
As of July 1 we have 107 members, 32 less than on June 30. Renewals continue to trickle in.

Upcoming Events
Card Folders and More
Wendy Telford, Presenter
August 13, 2022
Zoom 1:30pm - 4:30pm

Roman Study Group
(Member Led)
September 9, 2022
Zoom 6:30—8:00pm

Writing on Circles and Curves
Debbie Reelitz, Presenter
September 11, 2022
Zoom 1:00pm—4:00pm

Calling All Members!
Contest for Newsletter Masthead
A big thanks to Wendy Telford for editing our newsletter and providing the temporary Masthead for San Diego’s
newsletter, The Creative Hand! We’d like to invite you, our San Diego chapter members, to submit a design for the
permanent version. We’ll be accepting entries as of August 1. The winner will be selected by the San Diego board.
The creator of the chosen design will be able to register for a complimentary San Diego workshop of their choice. We
would like to see as many entries as possible and we encourage all our members to participate. Don’t worry if it’s not
perfect - we can always refine it as necessary.

Details about the Masthead Design Contest:
•

Submissions may be in black and white or in color

•

A horizontal design is preferred

•

The image may be submitted in hardcopy or electronic format

•

Email your submission to: Wendytel65@gmail.com or hardcopy format to:

Wendy Telford
11708 Rocoso Rd
Lakeside, CA 92040
•

Please indicate in writing that SDSfC is allowed to use this design for nonprofit purposes.

An email will be sent to remind everyone that we will start accepting submissions August 1. We look forward to
seeing your design!
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